
Change is uncomfortable, so stop asking your community to

buy in to the latest reform. Instead, inspire them to meet the 

challenge of making painful but necessary changes
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change their beliefs and practices. A

great deal of traditional professional

development is based on this dubious

premise. 

Cognitive psychology, however, pro-

vides a different model for behavioral

change. The nicotine addict won’t wait

for buy-in but stops smoking even when

such a change is incredibly uncomfort-

able. The overweight person does not

happily mount the treadmill after an

inspirational speech, but starts an exer-

cise program even when it is painful and

without immediate results. The teacher

who has 30 years of praise for captivat-

ing lectures does not begin an interac-

tive classroom based on a workshop.

The authoritarian leader who has been

praised for decisiveness and vision does

not embrace participatory leadership

practices based on an Ivy League leader-

ship seminar.

Changes of this magnitude happen

not because of belief, but despite belief.

In psychological terms, we behave “as

if” we believe in the effectiveness of a

new behavior, even before that belief is

embraced. It is not rhetoric that per-

suades us, but evidence at a personal

level. The addict, lecturer, or autocrat

reinforces new behavior only after

observing evidence that the new behav-

ior is effective. That reinforcement

comes from personal observation of

evidence and impact, not from external

W hen I ask people to tell me

the imperatives for effective systemic

change, one of the most frequent

responses is that “you have to get buy-in

from all the stakeholders.” I would like

to challenge that notion. 

Elected policymakers, such as school

board members, often are expected to

listen to a wide variety of opinions, but

they are not compelled to agree with all

of them. What community members

need are leaders and policymakers who

will listen and also challenge us. Don’t

ask us to buy in to your ideas for change;

challenge us to envision a future that is

better than today. 

Challenge us to consider improve-

ments in our educational systems that

will happen only if we replace the skep-

ticism associated with the buy-in imper-

ative with the hope and optimism asso-

ciated with new ideas, practices, and

policies. 

How do we replace the stagnation of

buy-in with the hope for effective

change? Education leaders must consid-

er three new ideas for improving prac-

tice and policy.

Behavior precedes belief

One of the great myths of behavioral

change is beliefs precede actions. Bring

in the right motivational speaker, this

reasoning goes, and people with

decades of entrenched beliefs will

consultants or authority figures. 

Buy-in is an illusion

When leaders tell me they have buy-in

for their latest systemic change, then I

know one of two things to be true. First,

and most likely, they are not really ask-

ing for a significant change.

Significant changes in professional

practices represent painful losses and an

acknowledgement that past practices

were not as effective as we thought.

Change represents loss, even a small

death, the sacrifice of closely held and

reassuring habits and practices. If you

think you have buy-in, then chances are

very high that you are not asking for a

very significant change.

Second, when colleagues say they are

buying in to a proposal, they are simply

acquiescing to the latest fad, tired of the

kabuki in which administrators demand,

teachers resist, administrators insist,

and teachers stop fighting, knowing the

latest enthusiasm of administrators will

soon give way to yet another fad. 

Evidence beats rhetoric

Board members, legislators, and other

policymakers listen patiently to public

comments that are deeply rooted in the

personal beliefs and experiences of their

constituents. The most toxic policies—

mandatory retention, corporal punish-

ment, and mathematically indefensible

grading policies—are enshrined in

statutes and board policies not because

leaders are venal but because our cul-

ture elevates the opinions of the loud

and many over the evidence of the quiet

and few.

Such a short-term cynical view

denies a history in which we have been

able, however slowly, to prefer evidence
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over rhetoric. This is why faculty

lounges are no longer gas chambers:

because smoking is not permitted on

school properties—though few smokers

bought in to the notion on the day those

policies were announced. The prefer-

ence for evidence over rhetoric is why

most, but by no means all, states have

repudiated corporal punishment.

In one of the most hopeful develop-

ments in 21st century education, the

elevation of evidence over rhetoric has

propelled John Hattie, the premier

international researcher of our time, to

enjoin teachers to “know thy impact”

and provide systematic measurement

of the impact of improved teaching

strategies on student achievement. 

‘I used to think...’

One of our generation’s great

researchers, Harvard’s Richard Elmore,

recently published a great book entitled,

I Used to Think... But Now I Think,

which challenged leading scholars to

identify how their views have changed

over the years. I have posed the same

challenge to educational leaders and

classroom teachers in my seminars

across the globe, and it is astonishing

how few can articulate how their views

have changed based on new evidence.

If your district’s leaders remain con-

vinced that everyone must have buy-in

before they can change, then your

schools will remain firmly ensconced

not only in the 20th century, but further

back in the Pleistocene era. Every board

member, superintendent, school admin-

istrator, and teacher should be able to

articulate how their thinking has

changed based on the best available evi-

dence. If they can’t, then you have a cer-

tain formula for stagnation. 

Only when leaders can say, “The evi-

dence has persuaded me to change my

previous practices and beliefs,” can they

expect teachers also to change, improve,

and, most importantly, challenge our stu-

dents to do the same.   !
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